
Minzoku

folk

folklore

folk expression

of religion
existentialist essentialistX

collaborative

anonymous traditional exits in variants
tends to be 

formularized

by locale

transmitted orally 

or by custom and 

practice

custom

(habitual)

I am what I am 

because I do

these things

If you are what you 

say then you must 

do these things

theologiansacademics

formal

priesthood

informal

preisthood

practices

ancestors

yearly events life events

original meaning 

lost

birth

status change

death afterlife family

occupational agricultural

vocational

social group

community

(village)

clan

(hereditary group)

the commons

natural events

neo-

received from

older generation

planting

important events 

and people
harvest



Neo-

(pagan)

heathenry
no name

for religion

compatibility pantheistic

Japanese attitude 

towards religions

Shintô

Christian

Buddhism

life events

wedding

funeral memorial rites

yearly events

matsuri

birth

status change

“magic”

bokusen

(divination)

apotropaic

charms

nature as

primary RoE

contact with 

particpating spirits
immanence practice

indwelling

psychic 

phenomena

miko / geki
tolerant of all 

participating spirits
kami

butsu / bosatsu

community

group before 

individual

transmitted via 

cultural praxis

daishizen

(great nature)

folk expression

 of religion
elder kin

ancestor 

reverence

spirits of place

name as job 

description

cultural

until after contact 

with other religion

Jazyk

(Slavic)

onmyôdô

(yin-yang wuxing

mamori
shijukujin

(seven luck kami)

shintô

source of life 

metaphors

individually 

polytheistic

onmyôji

(practitioners)

purification and 

blessing rituals



Shintô

religion?

way of the kamikami no michi

no founder no organization

not monolithic

no doctrine

no holy “book”

no 

commandments

no need for 

building
no idols

shinten
create sacred 

space as needed

shintai as 

“antenna”

kami
which inspires 

feelings of...
awe reverence gratitude fear / terrordefinition

not “god” in 

Western sense

Joseph Campbell’s 

“sublime”

sources
ancient native 

practices

China

kanji

butsu

(buddhism)

dôkyô

(daoism)

jukyô

(confucianism)

shugendô

(training & testing)

Japanese

 attitude

an expectation to 

live your life well

“monsters” as 

sublime

local control

except kyôha 

shintô (sectarian)

use optional

by location
himorogi

& maybe kyûchû 

shintô (imperial)

jinja shintô

(shrine)

fukko shintô

(restoration)

koshintô

(anicient)

kokka shintô

(state)

amida butsu

(amitabha)

daruma & zen

(bodhidharma)

lao-tsu
political

organization

ethical

jizô bosatsu

(ksitigarbha)

kannon bosatsu

(guanyin)

funerals

bon matsuri

familial duty

seizensetsu

inherent goodness

of human nature

# 2

onmyôdô

(yin-yang wuxing)

objects locations
processes

& forces
people

ideas inherent

in kanji

anything...

Como Park

Lantern Festival
within everything



shintô values

impurity / purity

# 1

people are not 

inherently evil

makoto

(sincere)

myôjô

(bright, cheerful)

kiyome

(purity)

fujô

(impurity)

kami avoid 

impurity

harai

(purification)
not sin

impurity can

be purified

no need for 

salvation

tsumi

the ones we

want to attract

descendants

of kami

kami within

internal sense of 

right and wrong

pollution

arising from

our actions

anti-social

conduct

kegare

contact with it in 

the environment

kotodama

(spirit of words)

without and within

san-ten

(3 times)
food related

anti-social

sexual conduct

ketsu-e

akafujô

shi-e

kurofujô

san-e

shirojujô

misogi

(water)

obscures our 

sense of kami

shoku-e

contagious

magakoto

(abnormality)

deformity

disease / illness

# 3

seichoku

(right, straight)

seimei

(pure, bright)

kokoro

(heart)

iki

aesthetic

wabisabi

aesthetic

the acceptance

of transience

beauty that is 

"imperfect, 

impermanent, and 

incomplete"

style, purity, 

essence, pith

an expression of 

simplicity, 

sophistication, 

spontaneity, and 

originality

temizuya

(hand washing)

shio

(salt)

suna

(beach sand)

miki

(sake)

hi

(fire)

meishin

(superstitions)

numbers

(4 & 9)
chopsticks

bokusen

(divination)
omikuji

kamigakari

chigo / miko / geki

mukoku

(dreams)



# 2

matsuri

(festival, ritual)
basic format

may also include

harai

(purification)

shinsen

(offering)

norito

(litany)

naorai

(communal feast)

procession

 with kami

kagura

(dancing)
performances physical contests

nô

(mythic drama)

gagaku

(traditional music)

racing

kamiwaza

(martial arts)

kyûdô

(archery)
sumô

funakurabe

(boat race)

keiba

(horse racing)

nenchû gyoji

(annual events)

tsûka girei

(rites of passage)

tama matsuri

(spirit memorial)

ji matsuri

(earth, ground)

omikoshi

(portable shrine)

hatsumiyamairi

(first shrine visit)

shichigosan

(7-5-3 / 11/15)

seijinshiki

(coming of age)

shinzenkekkon

(Shintô wedding)

yakudoshi

(unlucky year)

kanreki

(61th yr)

men

25th, 42th, 60th yr

women

19th, 33rd yr

kamioki

(3 - hair keep)

hakamagi

(5 - boys)

obitoki

(7 - girls)

shinsôsai

(Shintô funeral)

21st yr

(2nd Mon. of 01)

boy

(32nd day)

girl

(33rd day)

shunbunnohi

(spring equinox)

reisai

(year 1, 5, 10, 50)

bon matsuri

(08/15 +)

shûbunnohi

(fall equinox)

fuyu matsuri

(11/07 - 02/03)

haru matsuri

(02/04 - 05/05)

natsu matsuri

(05/06 - 08/07)

aki matsuri

(08/08 - 11/06)

hi matsuri

(fire)

jichinsai

(earth tranquilize)

anzenkiganshiki

(worker safety)

jôtôshiki

(ridge raising)

shunkôshiki

(completion)

shûninshiki

(inauguration)

Christian wedding Buddhist funeral

miko mai

traditional

group dances

12 animals x

5 elements
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